CCSHF ANNOUNCEMENT
December 31, 2020
THE COMBAT CONTROL SCHOOL HERITAGE FOUNDATION (CCSHF) is pleased to
announce the completion and impending publication of a Combat Control history book
titled CCT – The Eye of the Storm – MOH, in a style emulating the U.S. Special Operations
Forces volume shown here. Our immediate goal is to Crowd Fund preproduction efforts
to reduce the book sales price for targeted military buyers.
THE GOAL is to work with the production team to mold and fashion the completed 1,000+
page manuscript into a replica of the military history book displayed here. Other publishing
formats are anticipated, but the COFFEE TABLE BOOK is seen as the premier, keepsake
version.
WHAT IS THE CCSHF: The CCSHF is a 501(c)3 tax free organization, registered in North Carolina. We lack the
finances to support the Combat Control history book’s startup and early production costs. The manuscript is complete;
but it is expected there will be a need for professional editing, formatting and associated startup costs that are not
available from the foundation. The foundation expects to compensate the selected publisher with monies raised with
Facebook crowdfunding.

FACEBOOK CROWD FUNDING DONATION LINK

The foundation is a three-man operation: Dr. Jim Lyons, CMSgt Retired is the Executive Director and CMSgt Gene
Adcock is the President/Author. Together they have operated the organization for nearly twenty years. In addition,
MSgt Retired Barry Gayles is the Director/Producer of the CCSHF website featured in blue-line links used
herein. Lyons and Adcock are not compensated and Gayles is reimbursed only for out-of-pocket website fees.
The CCT history book manuscript is complete; however last-minute tweaks will continue until transferred to a production
editor. The first half of the book concentrates on CCT’s formative years from 1944 through 1990s. While the second
half of the manuscript is an in-depth look at CCT operations in SW Asia. Most of the stories report CCT operations
supporting SEALs, SF A-Teams, JSOC and other covert operators. The book is in the authors final draft format, with
the anticipated need for professional editing and formatting.
Here is an introduction to the
book: https://www.ccshf.org/eye-of-the-storm-medal-of-honor/
CROWD FUNDING: We are convinced we can work together to generate the funding necessary for startup and initial
publication activities through Facebook crowd funding. But we need your support.
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